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About Us
Ink is Black. Paper is White. Issues are mostly Grey because they exhibit
thoughts of our grey matter. Hence, our name. Worry not, our thoughts
and words are colourful.
BLACK | Grey | WHITE is an online Magazine which plans to launch an
Issue every month.
Our magazine is a montage of poetry, write-ups, illustrations, artworks and
just about anything. We aim to spread positivity through awareness and
gain experience along with it.
Feel free to submit whatever you want to. We encourage all types of
submissions.
You can read check out our Blog to join our team or read the submission
guidelines or just to support us.
Blog: www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
Facebook: BLACK | Grey | WHITE
Instagram/Twitter: @blackgreywhitemagazine
Thank you for supporting us!
Thank you for believing in us!
Love
BLACK | Grey | WHITE
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From the Editor’s Desk
Greetings, Readers!
Benjamin Franklin once said, “Either write something worth reading or do something
worth writing.”
BLACK | Grey | WHITE aims to kill two birds with one stone. We are a magazine filled
with some amazing people willing to use our talent to leave our mark on the world or at
least, those who read our magazine. Even if a single person who reads what we write and
portray is impacted, we will have done something amazing. Thus, we will have contributed
to a cause greater than ourselves.
The power that the youth hold is so strong that it can be used to create impact that the
other generations could not create. In recent years, we have noticed that the youth have
stepped out of the comfort zones that previous generations were not able to step out of
because of certain reasons. But given the resources and ideas that we have access to, a lot
can be done to create a positive impact on this world if we put our minds to it.
BLACK | Grey | WHITE aims to be a magazine and a platform accessible to everyone. We
encourage all types of talents and expressions of thoughts.
As the Editor-In-Chief, it is my job to make sure that every form of Art, be writing or
photography, has the desired effect over the reader and that our message is conveyed in a
way that is appreciated by everyone. I aim to make this as impactful as I can by using my
own thoughts and creativity to make it a success.
Hoping that whatever we do is appreciated and we thank everyone for their support.
Thank you for believing in us!

Manavi Kunwar
Founder and Editor-In-Chief
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From the Editor’s Desk
A very warm welcome to all you readers!
We are very excited to bring forth the second issue of our magazine and are grateful
to everyone taking out time to read it.
Through BLACK | Grey | WHITE, we aim to reach the youth and spread positive
vibes and awareness by gathering and creating content that many people could relate
to. We aim to promote reading and understanding each other’s viewpoints through
written thoughts, to create sparks of curiosity and wonder through art and poetry,
just to touch your heart and revive the beauty of expression in this manner.
In our busy lives, I believe, if we take out time to read a little, appreciate art and try
to understand the power of emotions through poetry, we might strike a chord
somewhere, find a place of sense and peace of mind, and a stage which could create
a powerful impact upon our developing minds in the most fun and accessible way
possible.
Thomas Merton rightly says that “Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves
at the same time”.
We created this platform to promote bright and colourful ideas in the grey matter of
our brains, and through this we aim to tap into new understandings, explore
ambiguities and to meet new people who are equally enthusiastic about art.
Being the Editor-In-Chief, I want to do my best to convert my ideas into a reality and
through your support, we will keep creating better content in the future and
discovering a lot of untapped potential.

Happy reading!

Saleha Siddiqui
Founder and Editor-In-Chief
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Woman and the Starry Sky
Zoya Azmi

“Moon dust in your lungs,
Stars in your eyes.
You're a child of the cosmos,
A ruler of the skies.”
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Fire
Hanine Hassan

You can think for hours of all the things you wish they could be.
But the truth remains,
people are not melodies.
You can't envelop their flaws with words that drip like honey,
And you can't conceal their weaknesses under umbrellas like canopies.
Then how is it possible,
that when two of these enigmas come together,
the pieces you can't complete the puzzle without,
but inadequate all alone,
they combust to form a blaze?
It dazzles and leaves everyone astounded as they wonder,
how something so imperfect
has the potential of setting the world on fire?
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e Lessons I Learnt
Tanvi Taparia
No matter what you do
Or how many times your actions are true,
You'll be what they have always thought of you,
Dark and bitter coffee
Or soothing and refreshing brew;
You can bring them the Moon
And you'll never be able to get any boon,
You may take a leap into the emptiness
And they'll still not acknowledge your greatness.
If you are not on any of their lists
No matter what you do,
You'll never be their first;
Then why do you bother so much
And think life will be good after anything as such,
No! It will be the same.
So, stop hoping and change your game!
Walk a mile ahead and borrow some courage,
Open your wings and let your soul flourish.
Keep going even when destiny seems so blur,
Grab the opportunity before it's winter.
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Warli Art
Juvairiah Khan

"Coming together is a beginning.
Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success."
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Pause, You Nd To Change
Shreya Gupta
Pause, like you heard something unusual.
Yes yes, a whistling sound.
But don't be surprised when you turn
around,
And see a girl!
Teasing and mocking you with various
names.
How would you feel?
Irritated?
Well, she must have been irritated a zillion
times,
Before pulling this back at you.
Pause, like you saw something unusual.
Yes yes, a shadow following you.
But don't be surprised when you turn
around,
And see a girl at your back,
Tracing your footsteps and making sly faces.
How would you feel?
Weird?
Well, she must have been followed a zillion
times,
Before pulling this back at you.
Pause, like you smelled something unusual.
Yes yes, cigarettes and cheap alcohol.
But don't be surprised when you turn
around,
And see a group of girls at your back,
Commenting at your body and walking.
How would you feel?
Inconvenient?
Well, they must have felt so a zillion times,
Before pulling this back at you.

Pause, like you felt something unusual.
Yes yes, a strong gaze at you on a moving bus.
But don't be surprised when you look up,
And see a girl standing right over your head,
Staring directly at your imperfect assets.
How would you feel?
Disgusted?
Well, she must have felt so a zillion times,
Before pulling this back at you.
Pause, like you sensed something unusual.
Yes yes, it's nothing more than a mere hug.
But don't be surprised when you find,
Your old aunt's hands,
Hovering all over your back.
How would you feel?
Uncomfortable?
Well, she must have felt so a zillion times,
Before pulling this back at you.
But as you wake up,
All drenched in sweat,
Your heart will refuse to believe
That this dream can ever be a reality.
Do you know why?
For her name has always been associated
With statue of love and ready to face shame,
unlike you, wearing the male face with pride.
Honestly, some of you...
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Warriors
Sanaa Zahid
Souls of passion,
Hearts of compassion,
With loyalty as fashion,
Warriors are all around.
Humble to the ground,
Steadfast with love,
Sensitive as a dove.
Treasurers of trust,
Condemn the lust!
It is in their rudimentTo be fearless of judgement,
From the horde of hypocrisy,
Who believe they're bureaucracy.
If they consider you family,
If your company is the only thing you give,
They will accept gratefully.
As their love for you grows stronger,
Whoever hurts you, unleashes their anger.
Do not think along the lines of betrayal,
You will achieve nothing but your own burial.
For these are the strong ones ,
Their heart is yours,
their life is yours ,
and their soul is yours.
They'd lie for you,
cry for you,
die for you.
So keep them close to your heart,
For they will protect you from every poisonous dart.
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All
About
People
Sagarika Debnath

Where Is e Real You?
Saleha Siddiqui
I see that texture looking all HD and the
complexion oh-so-angelic
I see those tinted, perfectly shaped lines
when you stare at me haughtily
When I say Whoa! Is make-up wearing you
now?
And all you do is flip those curly strands
and say that’s your style.
I try to tell you everyday that you don't have
to hide those pink lips under a nude shade,
Or to wear a smokey eye to set the party
mood.
If you could be natural enough to not paint
five layers on to call it a natural look,
And try lining your eyes with all possible
shades to get the right black.
Would you rather wear a sleek pony or
crazy fringes?
Because I don't remember how your natural
waves looked like anymore.
I can say you look fantastic and your
Instagram, awe-worthy.
You get comments for your creative looks as
people get inspired and admire it,
You really did wish they could comment
with the same awed way.
When they looked at your freckles and
short eyelashes,
When they never made fun or your
unibrow or the shape of your nose.
You used the ideal image your mind and
the world created,
To convert yourself, your true self into a
universally accepted figure.
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They now accept you, admire you, as you
look like other thousands of made up Yous.
I tried to tell you, you won't be able to go
out without it if you go with it every day
It becomes a habit, such was the power of
your makeup,
You wanted to wake up with the hashtag
just woke up (#JustWokeUp) look.
I only get to see you when you begin your
rituals, and that's what I show you: to be
You.
Sincerely,
Your Mirror.

Tales of Her Boudoir
Manavi Kunwar
Scented candles and potpourri welcome her mysterious soul,
into her Boudoir which holds more secrets than her heart.
It was a vividly painted reflection of her every sentiment,
it was the place she didn't see herself as someone else.
The curtains embraced the warm sunlight that wake her daily,
the pillows reminisced all the times her tears stained them.
The dressing table revealed a series of numerous cosmetics,
which witnessed her attempts to cover her scars and marks.
The mirror smiled at her beauty even when she was insecure,
her bookshelf recited tales of her own adventures inside them.
Her sheets enjoyed the times they were heavily crumpled,
it didn't matter to them if she alone or with another soul.
Her windows laughed at the memory of few of her lovers,
so many times nearly falling off trees while sneaking in.
Her shelves like a series of Polaroids and vibrant smiles,
all pondering heavily upon the very picturesque nostalgia,
the laughs and the smiles and yet also, the heartbreaks.
the tiny fairy lights over her bed like twinkling stars,
now a reminder of the spark during her very first kiss.
The butterflies stickers she had on her wall now faded,
had once reminded her of her innocent cuddly childhood,
now reminded her how she felt when she lost her virginity.
The white fringe carpet on the floor now blinked gestures,
telling her not to break another bottle of Bourbon on it.
The bean bags that sat in the corner still very fluffy,
narrated her late night gossips during slumber parties.
She slowly looked around her beautifully sacred Boudoir,
realising that all she needed was one look at its sanctity,
to bring back all the memories buried in it unintentionally.
There was complete honesty in the tales of her Boudoir,
it was the place she didn't see herself as someone else.
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Darkness
Zoya Azmi

It doesn't matter if I have my eyes open or closed;
I always see the same darkness.
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Humanity
Bharat Mago
“Insaan Ki fitrat hi kuch aisi hai,
Khud ko insaan bhi kehlaata hai aur
jaanwar bhi samajhta hai,
Apni hi un chaar deewaaro ki kachehri mein,
Aksar khud se hi jung ladta hai.
Ae Khuda!
Parindey bhi ab chehchaane se katraate hai,
Na jaane kyun insaan ki insaaniyat ke saamne,
Har jaanwar khauf mein haar jaata hai.”
Translation:
Humans are incredible species by nature.
They call themselves human,
While also believing they are animals in disguise.
They constantly rage wars against themselves,
within their four walled prejudices.
Oh Lord!
Even the birds are reluctant to chirp.
and I wonder,
why the animals always submit
To the fear that our humanity possesses.
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People Forget
Devanshi Gupta
People forget,
‘Cause that’s what they do best.
It’s this unique quality of theirs,
That they all possess.

‘Cause I know,
That when my flesh has withered,
And my bones have turned to ash,
There will be a piece of me thither.

They’ll forget how they hurt you,
They’ll forget what they said,
They’ll forget who you were too,
‘Cause that’s what they do best.

Maybe, it will lie somewhere,
In the deepest recesses of the internet,
Or on a threadbare sheet of paper,
But it will have survived yet.

They’ll forget your face,
They’ll forget your name,
That’s why many crave remembrance,
More than money and fame.

And someday, someone
Will uncover this piece of me,
And a part of my soul,
Is what they will read.

An inherent trait of humanity,
Is to forget and to move on.
That’s why it’s everyone’s deepest desire,
To never truly be gone!

Thus, I will live on
Even after my ‘end’.
Let people forget me.
They’ll not forget what I shall leave.

So, I write and write and write,
To keep a piece of myself,
Out there,
In this forgetful sphere.
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Celebrating Bodies
Juvairiah Khan
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Trump Has Broken Up With
Mother Earth
Madhurima Dhar
Francis Scott Key called America the land of the free and the home of the brave. But what valour
and what freedom are they talking about if they can’t even stand up for Mother Earth?
Donald Trump recently pulled America out of the ‘Paris Climate Accord’, the biggest climate deal
the world has ever seen. The Paris Agreement’s crucial aim is to keep the global temperature rise
this century below 2ºC because once we go beyond this threshold the damage would be
irreparable. Each country is required to set their own goals and reconvene every 5 years to ideally
set more ambitious targets. What was so monumental about it was that it brought virtually the
entire world to act. We are talking about countries like North Korea and China supporting this
deal and even Israel and Palestine reaching a common consensus.
Trump says, “The rest of the world applauded when we signed the Paris Agreement, they went
wild, they were so happy for the simple reason that it put our country at a very big economic
disadvantage.” Mr. Trump, are you delusional? This is not some conspiracy against America and if
the deal was an economic degradation of any sorts for the USA, the American businesses wouldn’t
so vehemently support it. They didn’t only second the agreement but also made a last-ditch
attempt to change Trump’s mind.
This doesn't come as a surprise. This is the man who tweeted about climate change as ‘expensive
bullshit’ and a ‘hoax created by Chinese to make US manufacturing non-competitive. Trump’s
deep-rooted paranoia misled him into taking this step as he feared that America would no longer
be allowed to set up coal plants.Secondly, Trump is concerned about the Green Climate Fund
which facilitates projects in the developing nation helping them to adapt to the impact of climate
change. Trump’s belief that this deal obligates America to commit tens of billions of dollars to the
Green Climate Fund is completely misleading. USA has committed only 3 billion dollars which is
highest in terms of sheer dollars. The deal does not commit or obligate America to participate
because the Paris Accord is not legally binding and has no enforcement clause.
The major drawback of pulling out is standing all alone in the world and being condemned by

almost every major global leader. This would also adversely affect American workers who
are the very people Trump is claiming to protect because shifting to renewable sources
would require the setting up of a new industry creating countless jobs.
We used to joke about Trump destroying the world, seems like he is doing it. Perhaps
mother earth is the one Trump should consider grabbing.
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In Search Of A Poem
Sheikh Mohammad Shafiuah
After watching the flakes of hysteric cotton coming through my window,
As I came out with my bulging eyeballs into the storm of light,
Climate instagrammed the change with a Nashville filter,
I settled along with the snake like pipes upon grass.
Suddenly, words were no more heartless!
Aeroplanes inducted poetry into the air,
And earth draped itself with a feverish makeup,
Hostellers sprayed themselves on the ground
With the mushrooms of mosquitoes jutting out above them
Once again, I thought of you, them and this.
Later as the earth flipped the coin of the sky,
Windows started blinking from houses,
In those light emitting postage stamps,
I waited for human movements,
And thought of sunflowers closing their lids in our summer fields of
Durgapur.
Women blanching daughters with turmeric,
My grandmother descending into the grave with fumes of sandalwood,
Leaving dust in my hand like pollens of dead,
Poetry in my mind like refugees from troubled lands.
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Not My Be Sunday
Kamya Iyer
This is not how I want to remember my Sunday!
My ass got groped by a complete stranger.
I guess, he wanted to flatter me or perhaps
wanted me to feel good about myself.
At least, he tried to make me feel less insecure.
Who cares if he touched my body for it?
After all, it’s a public property, isn't it?
Wait, Are you saying my body belongs to me?
It doesn’t really feel like it. But if it was true, why
would he even think of trying to touch me?
Maybe, because I was dancing with a guy and he
thought of me as a 'free bird'.
Sure, that serves me right!
How dare I be open about whom I'm attracted
to?!
I should save those shenanigans for my after
marriage life, when my body belongs (legally?) to
another man.
But, as long as it is open and free
go on, grab me!
Maybe, it was the cigarette in my hand.
How could I have the gall to smoke!
Don’t I know that will slowly kill me?
How dare I even take a puff of this little cancer
stick?
Thank God, he showed me my place
(completely ignoring the fact that this incident
made me want to smoke more.
But, who gives a shit about dying young
when these incidents kill you on the inside?
I’d rather feel the nicotine rush and cancer in my
lungs than the humiliation and distress that
makes me write this at 4AM)

He probably wont ever read this
and I don't expect him to.
Why should he respect me anyway?
unless I'm his sister or mother.
I clearly don't deserve respect for just being
another woman.
After all, everything about me was just
making him to do it, wasn't it?
Dancing at a club is just another invitation!
Being with a guy in public is an invitation!
Drinking and smoking is an invitation!
Showing your body is an invitation.
Above all that,
Being a woman is itself an invitation.
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Explosion Of
Colours
Saiprasad
Manchal

Lo Beauty
Hassan Saeed
Uttering the intention of sleeping beauty
Will never conceal.
The temptation of sleeping beauty is indeed
starring.
I am not lost, I am finding myself.
I am just off track, to perceive the
otherworldly beauty in sleep.
Possibly the night is darkest, and you can't
find the English rose.
But the ghost of your heart will be filled
with the soft blue glow that refracts nothing
But you & your beauty.
Maybe not now! But you'll realise the
stunning reality within you,
The Polished Soul,
The Unspotted Veil,
The Naked Beauty.
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A Pearl
Aashima Wadhwa
When she opened her eyes at birth,
Angelic steps were felt by earth.
At birth, she innocently cried,
Only for a moment did last her father's pride.
As girls will leave one day as bride.
But the girl grew in grace and beauty,
Her parents fulfilled their duty.
But, one night from work
she came back late.
Crying, moaning and sobbing in pain,
she knocked the gate.
With dirt everywhere and her clothes torn.
Her father cried and cursed the day when she was born.
In this society, girls are disrespected.
Why are always girls affected?
Poor girl was RAPED!
For love was only what she craved!
And death was what she faced.
Both father and mother died in guilt,
For the mistake of having a child in womanly built..
Her dreams were broken, her heart was affected,
But her society simply rejected.
She was strong,
Never ever wrong.
Still humiliated,
Partially treated.
She even didn't fear death,
Was in guilt till her last breath.
Had so many colourful dreams,
Now her ashes floated on streams.
Dreams, personality and feelings were killed
By the people who were evil willed
Can't you learn to respect a girl?
One who worth a million dollar pearl?
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A Galaxy
Celebration
Tuba Aysha
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Submission Guidelines
We accept submissions of all sorts. Articles, Poetry,
Photography, Comic Strips, Artworks, literally
anything. We encourage all topics apart from Politics
because it can cause conflict and we aim to spread
positivity.
To submit to us, send us an email on
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com with the subject as
SUBMISSION: *Category*. For example, if you want
to submit an artwork, the subject will be
SUBMISSION: Artwork.
We promise get back to you within two weeks and if
we cannot publish your piece in our issue, we
guarantee a feedback.
For queries, contact us:
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com
Check out our Blog:
www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
Instagram/Twitter: @blackgreywhitemagazine
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Thank you for believing in us!

For details or queries, contact us:
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com
Blog:
www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com

